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Approach
• Each Data Partner was expected to follow the current OMOP CDM ETL 

development process

• The process was tracked in 3 ways 
– (1.) tracking data associated to ETL process 
– (2.) through surveys of DP
– (3.) DataQualityDashboard results

• Success was measured as 
– total days to transform source data into the OMOP CDM (success: < 365 days)
– if a DP participated successfully in network research (COVID-19 AESI study [1])

• 21 data partners were completed at the time of writing and the results 
reported for them
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Results - tracking data associated to ETL process 



Results - through surveys of DP 

• Through Surveys of DPs:

• Success Measures:
– Of the 21 DPs, 52% had built their CDM in under 365 days, 43% 

participated in the COVID-19 AESI study [1], and 33% had both a timely 
ETL and participated in the COVID AESI study
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Main Conclusions

• Previously Identified:
– Having the right composition of team provided important.  
– Mapping source codes to the OHDSI Standardized Vocabularies was 

frequently mentioned a challenging and took significant time.

• Novel Findings:
– Uncovered the importance of establishing governance rules prior to 

the initiation of the work


